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RETHINKING ANALYTICS FOR THE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

The Idea in Brief / Executive Summary
The practice of analytics is rapidly evolving. What was
once the dominion of select analysts manipulating
arcane, opaque spreadsheets based on data whose
accuracy and timeliness were suspect, has now become
a broader ecosystem where all team members
(including participants from beyond the organizational
walls) actively participate in collecting and acting upon
information.
Today’s volatile business environment rewards those
who can innovate the most quickly and respond
accurately to changing consumer sentiment. The
staggering amount of data being created is a daunting
challenge—research suggests that 2.7 zettabytes (the
amount of data in fifty million Libraries of Congress) of
information will be created in 2012, an increase of more
than 48% from 2011. 1 The Social Revolution confirms
the power of the individual voice and is leading to new
collaborative business models where data is shared,
analysed and treated differently. New analytics tools
and capabilities are appearing in the marketplace.
Leading companies and technology providers are
rethinking the fundamental model of analytics, and the
contours of a new paradigm are emerging. The new
generation of analytics goes beyond Big Data
(information that is too large and complex to
manipulate without robust software), and the
traditional narrow approach of analytics which was
restricted to analysing customer and financial data
collected from their interactions on social media. Today
companies are embracing the social revolution, using
real-time technologies to unlock deep insights about
customers and others and enable better-informed
decisions and richer collaboration in real-time.
To take advantage of this data, firms need to deploy
collective intelligence and build on information from
many sources, far broader than simply historical sales
and financial information. There are five main
characteristics of the new analytics:
1. Data is collected socially. Innovative
companies collect, organize and exploit

structured and unstructured data from as many
sources as possible from inside and outside the
company. The most interesting data is sourced
from myriad social interactions of customers
and prospects.
2. Data is analyzed socially. Rather than
specialists accessing information as individuals,
analytical tools penetrate through an enterprise
and data is analysed in a collaborative fashion.
As information becomes more trusted,
transparent, and dispersed, it enables the true
collective intelligence of enterprises and their
business ecosystems. With more voices comes
more creative and holistic feedback. This builds
a broader picture and results in better informed
decisions.
3. Data and tools become mobile. The personal
computer used to be the main device to
support analytics, but as technology improves
and corporate information becomes more
democratic, it is being replaced with apps
running on powerful mobile devices, such as
smartphones equipped with intuitive apps and
data collecting capabilities, including video.
4. Data is more visual. Powerful new applications
as well as enterprise software suites illustrate
data through graphs, visuals, and interactive
simulations. Such tools explain the data more
fully, and enable better collaborative analysis
and more innovative thinking, especially for
“visual thinkers.”
5. Data is more current and actionable. Just as
work is conducted in real-time, data can be
collected, analyzed and distributed faster than
ever before—in real-time. The implication of
this phenomenon is that data is more accurate
and complete and more useful to support
innovative decision making and predictive
modelling.
Used properly, the new analytics empowers individual
workers and other contributors and drives value in all
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areas of the organization. To extract maximum benefits,
companies need to plan carefully, invest in the right
infrastructure, and constantly iterate and innovate in a
collaborative manner. At the same time, wider access to
data increases risk, and risk management policy needs
to be codified and enforced.
To extract maximum value, enterprises need to:
1. Ensure that analytics is core to the
organization’s mission and is actively used to
drive decision-making. Recent research
suggests that just about all organizations are
using analytics in some form, but for most it is
not a top management priority. Management
needs to foster a culture where analytics is fully
used and is embedded in strategy definition. To
succeed, a company needs unwavering
executive support, adequate funding, and
performance metrics that reinforce the
importance of the analytics platform.
2. Conduct an organizational audit. Determine
what sources of structured and unstructured
data are already available including customer
records, financial data, information from the
supply chain, and government statistics.
Determine what additional information can be
gathered from social media conversations, and
develop a plan to capture it.

4. Ensure data cleanliness and leverage
information exhaust. An analytics program will
only be as good as the input data. Acting on bad
data can seriously damage an enterprise. Take
care to confirm data and understand the
implications of error multiplication and when a
body of data includes estimates.
If your operations collect information whose
value is not apparent to your operation,
determine whether it can be sold or shared
with partners.
5. Build an effective team to take advantage of
analytics. There will likely be a shortage of
people with the applied mathematics skills
required to develop and conduct analytics
programs. Ensure that your organization is
actively recruiting and retaining talent in this
area.
In addition, it is important to properly train all
team members who are making operational
decisions based on analytics, especially with
respect to risk management.
6. Build scenarios, test and retest. The most
important benefit of an effective analytics
program is predictive analysis. Running
simulations should be standard practice for all
areas of the organization.

3. Choose optimal technology. Big data requires
robust technology. Ensure that the enterprise
solution you choose is robust enough to
manage huge amounts of data from multiple
sources.
Reinforce your enterprise architecture with
strategic technology for team members. How
will the data be presented to them so that they
can make decisions and assess risk effectively?
How will mobile technology—especially smart
phones and tablet computers—enable them to
collect, collaborate, and analyze information?
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1. The Social Enterprise
Notwithstanding Facebook’s disastrous IPO, the buzz
about all things “social” continues. We see social media,
social marketing, social networking, social business,
social music, social business models, social gaming—
social everything.
Until recently “social” meant little regarding corporate
strategies and operations. Firms used platforms like
Facebook and Twitter for building communities and
engaging customers. Some companies successfully use
collaboration suites for their employees. But as social
media comes into the mainstream of business
operations it portends great transformation. A new
“Social Enterprise” is emerging, with far-reaching
implications for how organizations manage, analyze,
and exploit all types of data including that from social
media.
To begin, what is a Social Enterprise?

Social Networking and New Business Models
Social media is a lot more than joining a gardening
community, tagging a photo or finding a date online.
Rather, companies are using social media to conceive,
design, develop, and distribute products and services in
new ways. The notion that you have to attract, develop,
and retain the best and brightest inside your corporate
boundaries is obsolete. With costs of collaboration
plunging, companies can increasingly source ideas,
innovations, and uniquely qualified minds from a global
talent pool.
Social media is arguably becoming a new mode of
production. Call it social innovation or social production,
where peers create value, often outside the walls of
traditional companies. There are new models of the
firm emerging such as open platforms, ideagoras 2, and
peer production communities as vertically integrated
firms of the industrial age unbundle into business
ecosystems. This has important implications for data, as
data and information once inside the boundaries of
enterprises now flow in complex networks.

Social Media and the Customer
The industrial age paradigm in marketing was enabled
by traditional media. Print and broadcast technologies
were centralized, one way, one-to-many, and
controllable. With this media came the Four P’s of
Marketing (Product, Place, Price and Promotion) and
dominant concepts of the Brand as an image, badge,
promise, trademark, or “word in the mind.” Industrial
age marketing models emphasized pushing images,
messages, and other marketing content.

A new “Social Enterprise” is
emerging, with far-reaching
implications for how
organizations manage,
analyze, and exploit all types
of data including that from
social media.
The new media are the antithesis to this paradigm—
distributed, one-to-one, many-to-many, difficult to
control, and more neutral. Rather than being a passive
audience, the recipients are users, actors, and
collaborators. They provide a platform for new kinds of
engagement, communities, and customer co-creation.
The impetus for a new marketing model is also
stimulated by a new generation of consumers. These
“digital natives” of the Net Generation 3 have a very
different culture than their Baby Boomer parents. They
behave differently as consumers, such as subjecting
products to intense scrutiny.
The progress of using social media for effective
customer interaction is just scratching the surface.
Many challenges remain. How can companies build wiki
brands, and integrated customer experience platforms?
What are the next breakthroughs in mobile and geospatial technologies? How can firms harness privacy and
personalization for breakthrough results?
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Collaboration and Social Workplaces
Old vertically integrated hierarchies are giving way to
companies that focus on what they do best and partner
to do the rest. Business-webs—horizontally integrated
business eco-systems—unlike their vertically integrated
predecessors, demand greater levels of collaboration.
Even with challenges such as miscommunication, time
zone delays, and emailed, out-dated information, these
new business-webs are typically more efficient than old
companies because the tonic of the marketplace is
brought to bear on every business function.
Today the sharing of knowledge amongst the various
business-web partners is essential to a successful
operation. Firms that collaborate more effectively and
build better business-webs with lower transaction costs
achieve important competitive advantages. This is a
significant change in the way business is done. In a
previous era, companies could appoint a relationship
manager and funnel all communication between
organizations through one individual so that a positive,
consistent (if not accurate) image could be portrayed.
This simplified the relationships and for weak bonds it
was sufficient. Today inter-corporate bonds are the
lifeblood of business. A company can no longer distance
itself from its suppliers. One partner’s problem will soon
be everybody’s problem if it causes a drop in sales or
exposure to legal liability. Open collaborative access is
necessary for the group to make the right decisions at
the right time in order for all to succeed.
For these new business models, companies must adopt
new cultural values. First, they need to be transparent.
They need to open up so that partners can see what
they are doing. Second, members must trust one
another to deliver on their commitments. Establishing
these new levels of trust requires far greater levels of
communication and transparency. As the world
becomes ever more connected, governments (including
regulators), suppliers, customers, and (especially, these
days) bankers will be under great pressure to
demonstrate greater visibility.

filtering, next generation knowledge management,
decision dashboards, and RSS feeds are boosting the
metabolism of high-performance workplaces.
Integrated suites of business intelligence tools as well as
risk management and performance management
applications now arriving in the marketplace have been
shown to improve the pace of an organization, speed up
innovation, reduce internal transaction costs, and make
work more efficient—often contributing to employee
satisfaction and retention. Such suites are becoming the
operating platform for the 21st century enterprise.
To date though, many attempts to introduce social
networking for employee collaboration have failed
because they were not aligned with business objectives.
Companies begin adopting social software without a
clear vision of what is expected and what is necessary to
succeed. Most have not addressed the complex people,
process, and organizational issues of change.
With some enterprises demonstrating transformational
wins, how to effectively leverage the social revolution in
collaborative software is now percolating up to the Clevel as a strategy issue.
Enterprises are just beginning to understand the data
management and analytics implications of these new
platforms, such as how these new tools can change
decision making. Innovative tools and disciplines are
required to make better decisions by harnessing the
wisdom of human capital both inside a company and in
its business-networks. The new discipline of
Collaborative Decision Management (CDM) provides
software and processes that engage the “wisdom of
many” needed to help solve today’s truly difficult
problems. This requires, among other things, software
that encourages full collaboration, enabling all
participants to see the same information, at the same
time, in a format that makes sense to them, and to be
on the same page as their input contributes to the
ultimate decision.

New tools such as corporate social networks, wikis,
blogs, ideation tools, tele-presence, tags, collaborative
© 2012 The Tapscott Group. All rights reserved.
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Zettabytes, Human Intelligence, and
Intelligent Data
The transformation of the enterprise around these
themes of the social revolution is intersecting with an
explosion of data, enabling a rethinking of nothing less
than intelligence—for humans and for data itself.
The amount of data pouring into the social web is
staggering. Every minute of every day, 48 hours of
content is uploaded to YouTube, 47,000 apps are
downloaded from Apple, 684,478 items are shared on
Facebook, 100,000 new posts appear on Twitter, and
two million search queries are sent to Google.
International Data Corporation (IDC) estimates that
more than 1.8 zettabytes 4 of information were created
and replicated during 2011—the same number of bits
as there are stars in the universe. 5
Andreas Weigend, former Chief Scientist at Amazon,
estimates that the amount of data available about each
American doubles every 18-24 months. Much of this
data is held by enterprises. In all but two of the U.S.
economy’s biggest 17 sectors, companies with more
than 1,000 employees store on average more data than
the US Library of Congress. 6 Extrapolating the data
growth suggests that in ten years there will be one
hundred times more information collected for each
person, and in twenty years there will be ten thousand
times as much available.
However, one must keep in mind that the value of data
should not be measured by number of bits. Given that
one minute of high-resolution video requires as much
memory as 480,000 pages of text, much of big data
comprises thousands of digital photos and videos taken
by tourists and traffic cameras.
Data is not only being collected by traditional devices,
some of the most valuable enterprise data is collected
through cost-efficient dedicated sensors. McKinsey
research estimates that by 2011 there were more than
30 million networked sensor nodes collecting data for
enterprises and that this amount is growing by more
than 30% per year. 7 On a similar note, RFID tags
generate two to three orders of magnitude more data

than conventional bar code systems. Also, in-memory
technology is improving processing speeds of apps and
changing the way people access data.
At the same time, storage is becoming cheaper. Kevin
Kelly, editor of Wired, told the 2011 Web Expo and
Conference that a $600 disk drive can store all of the
world’s music. A terabyte of disk storage cost $14
million in 1980, costs $30 today, and is moving towards
being available for free. 8

Every minute of every day,
48 hours of content is
uploaded to YouTube, 47,000
apps are downloaded from
Apple, 684,478 items are
shared on Facebook, 100,000
new posts appear on Twitter,
and two million search
queries are sent to Google.
The explosion of data requires new thinking about how
data can be managed and exploited. As social
penetrates the enterprise and the economy we need to
go beyond traditional views of the so-called
“information age.” It makes more sense to think of an
emerging Age of Networked Intelligence. It is about
connecting the brainpower of humans to collaborate on
new, real-time, mobile platforms to create what could
be called “intelligent data.”
Our research suggests growing evidence that firms
transforming themselves into Social Enterprises
perform better. They have lower transaction costs and a
higher metabolism. Decisions, when collaborative, tend
to be better and more likely to be implemented. They
are more innovative as they harness the intelligence of
uniquely qualified minds outside their boundaries. And
enriched with intelligent data, they can manage risk
better.
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2. A New Generation of Analytics for the
Social Enterprise
Analytics has been key to business success for a long
time. The practice predates the term Business
Intelligence, which was coined in 1989 to describe a set
of concepts and methods for improving decision making
using fact-based support systems. From the earliest
days of enterprise computing, leading-edge
organizations adopted executive information systems—
the predecessors of today’s analytics solutions—
because these firms understood that decisions should
be based on facts, not opinions or conjecture. As Dr. W.
Edwards Deming famously opined, “In God we trust, all
others bring data.” 9
Today, analytics includes much more than Business
Intelligence and incorporates other important concepts
such as Master Data Management (MDM), Governance,
Risk and Compliance (GRC), and Enterprise Performance
Management (EPM).
Firms that adeptly leveraged data enjoyed substantial
competitive advantage. But significant changes to the
volume and type of data have increased the complexity
and multiplied the possible rewards of analytics. First,
as just noted, the staggering amount of data being
created is daunting. The term “Big Data” refers to a
body of knowledge that cannot be meaningfully
handled without sophisticated technology. Second, the
Social Revolution confirms that individual customers—
especially the Net Generation— expect their opinions to
be taken seriously. Third, the new volatile, complex
business environment rewards those who can innovate
the fastest and respond most accurately to changing
consumer sentiment.
To take advantage of such data, firms need to deploy
collective intelligence and build a truly social
organization. There are five key characteristics of social
analytic drivers:
1. Data is collected socially. Not only should all
employees be encouraged and equipped to
collect data within the company, but they

should also collect information from customers
and others speaking about the company and its
products. For example, a retail company must
collect and comprehend a mix of structured
(customer relationship management, supply
chain, point-of-sale) and unstructured (social
media, blogs, audio from call centre recordings)
data. Customer sentiment data collected from
listening to discussions on social media is more
instructive and telling than a focus group. It is
also more inclusive than any type of intercept
research as it represents the opinions of the
entire social web rather than just the people
that the researchers contact.
2. Data is analyzed socially. True democratization
of information is the key to bringing together
the many minds within a department and
beyond. As information becomes more trusted,
transparent, and dispersed, it enables the true
collective intelligence of the entire business
ecosystem. A true Social Enterprise enables as
many employees as possible to be involved in
collecting information and empowers them to
analyze, interact and iterate with it to make
decisions based on analytics. Some estimate
that within traditional analysis, only 25 percent
of employees have access to the data. Within
the Social Enterprise, 100 percent of the team
will have access to the information that is
relevant to make their jobs easier and
empowered. They will also be encouraged (and
expected) to share information and be
collaborative across organizational silos.
Effective analytics goes beyond the analysis of
customer information. Departments can work
collaboratively around internal data derived
from budgets, financials, key performance
indicators, risk management processes and
operational results. In addition, sharing and
collecting data with suppliers, vendors, and
partners can solve problems with sales,
operations planning, and inventory.

© 2012 The Tapscott Group. All rights reserved.
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Organized data shared across departments can
be analyzed to identify root causes of issues
where that granularity of data was not
previously available. For example, consider a
department that consistently shows higherthan-average shipping costs. Deeper analytics
could reveal that it more frequently had to use
expensive overnight shipping because of poor
sales planning. Or perhaps there were varying
exceptions granted by sales managers working
outside of normal parameters to close contracts
with demanding customers. The analysis
conducted across silos enables a macro view
that can determine the true profitability of
customers.
3. Data and tools become mobile. As
organizations continue to globalize, mobile
devices will become even more important
business tools. In many parts of the world, it is
already the primary tech device. By 2010, more
than 4 billion people were using mobile phones
and the portion of these that are smartphones
is growing by 20 percent annually. 10 The
number of mobile phones in use in China is
approaching 1 billion. For most of these people,
the mobile phone is their sole conduit to the
Internet. Half a billion in China are already
online. 11
The personal computer used to be the main
device to support analytics, but as technology
improves and corporate information becomes
more democratic, it is being replaced with apps
running on mobile devices. Smartphones can
collect data in a detailed and efficient manner
making front-line employees critical
information gatherers. Apps running on phones
and tablets are useful, intuitive, and powerful.
Mobile devices increase the effectiveness of
information capture, delivery, and analysis.
Exceptions and real-time opportunities can be
shared with employees immediately.
Information can be collected in an organized
and efficient fashion without the loss of

accuracy that can occur when reports are
manually filled out from memory.
4. Data is more visual. Powerful new applications
as well as enterprise software suites illustrate
data through graphs, visuals, and interactive
simulations that explain the data better than
raw numbers. This enables better analysis and
more innovative thinking especially for those
people who “think visually.” The interface for
data analysis has improved as well.

By 2010, more than 4 billion
people were using mobile
phones and the portion of
these that are smartphones
is growing by 20 percent
annually. The number of
mobile phones in use in
China is approaching 1
billion. For most of these
people, the mobile phone is
their sole conduit to the
Internet. Half a billion in
China are already online.

Traditionally, business intelligence was
calculated within complicated spreadsheets, a
format that is intimidating for many and not
ideal for collaboration for anyone. For many
front-line employees, a better option is a
custom-app running on a tablet computer that
illustrates information in an accessible and
easy-to-manipulate fashion. For example, a
tablet computer that displays information in a
graphically accessible manner with an intuitive
interface can enable an employee to visualize
and better understand the impact of changing
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conditions and thus make more informed
decisions on how to react.
Customizable, visual dashboards highlight the
information that is important and relevant at
any given time. For example, a supply chain
manager’s information flow might include
information such as reducing stock outs,
inventory and logistics costs, and on-time
delivery levels. Exception reports based on
changes caused by traffic or weather conditions
could be brought forward so that the manager
can make adjustments which enhance customer
experience.

Former Hewlett-Packard CEO
Lew Platt famously stated “If
only HP knew what HP
knows, we would be three
times more productive.”
5. Data is more current and actionable. The
business environment is changing rapidly and
businesses demand immediate access to
information. Data can be collected, analyzed,
and distributed faster than ever before,
enabling it to be exploited in real-time. The
implication of this phenomenon is that data are
more accurate and complete, and more useful
to support innovative decision making and
predictive analysis. In the past, many
employees were reluctant to make decisions
because they either did not receive the
information they needed or did not trust the
information that they did receive. Accurate,
well-organized and verified information
increases employee confidence in acting on it
and employee participation also inputs more
information into the system, creating a virtuous
cycle. Powerful analytics enables individuals to
do their jobs better by providing them with
accurate, organized, and up-to-date
information.

The information can be described in multiple
ways, adapting to variables such as native
language and reading ability (simpler languages
or icons can help here), complexity of response
(a junior employee might be given a single
instruction, while a more experienced colleague
might select from multiple choices), and level of
autonomy (some choices will require approval
from someone higher in the company and will
include a method to send the request). At the
same time, data governance is important;
employees need to be trained how to articulate
the risks (or at least manage the risks) inherent
to interpreting data.
Having the right information available at the point of
customer decision is very powerful—and mobile devices
make this possible. A Motorola study revealed that
when equipped with mobile technology, 75 percent of
retail associates report providing a better in-store
shopping experience. The same study indicated that 67
percent of shoppers cite a better experience in a store
where associates and managers use the latest mobile
tecnology to present real-time data. 12

3. Analytics and Competitive Advantage
According to a 2011 study by Bloomberg Businessweek,
companies are rapidly adopting analytics—and the most
interesting and powerful applications are analytics
related to social activity. Only 3 percent of 930
respondents indicated their companies were not using
any form of analytics. (Those individuals surveyed may
not have been aware of use within the company.) In
addition, 43 percent of companies indicated that the
overall usage of business analytics has increased
moderately over the past twelve months, and 15
percent indicated that it had increased significantly.
Analytics can help consolidate organizational knowledge
in a useful and searchable manner. Former HewlettPackard CEO Lew Platt famously stated “If only HP knew
what HP knows, we would be three times more
productive.” The problem is that information is either
not recorded or is recorded in a manner that is difficult
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to access or interpret. Nor does organizational memory
need to be limited to current employees; alumni
networks enabled by technology continue to
collaboratively generate insights.
Well-organized data and applications to access it can
help deploy collaborative decision-making and can
change the entire atmosphere of an organization. The
opening story of Wikinomics: How Mass Collaboration
Changes Everything describes how Goldcorp, a
Canadian mining company, leveraged the insight and
expertise of smart people all over the world when it
published its geologic information of a seemingly spent
mining site and ran a contest that rewarded people who
used innovative technology to identify promising spots
to dig for gold. Rob McEwan found that the implications
of the contest went beyond finding gold (and it found a
lot—110 new sites, 80 percent of which proved fruitful)
—it changed how the company operated. 13 The spirit of
openness permeated the organization and people and
departments with previously limited communication
now collaborated openly.
Companies actively compete on data-driven decisionmaking. For example, harnessed data makes it easy to
test hypotheses to evaluate investment opportunities
and even operational changes. Harrah’s Entertainment
was one of the first major companies to promote a CIO
(former professor Gary Loveman) to the top job. The
Total Rewards system he introduced (similar to a
frequent flyer program) used algorithms to determine
which type of perk would be most tempting to its
frequent players. One innovative, if invasive, use of
technology that Harrah’s deployed is the attachment of
RFID tags to the name tags of servers, allowing
managers to monitor traffic on the casino floor.
Studying this data illustrates which areas of the casinos
are underserved, although it also illuminates if any
employees are slacking off. Tim Stanley, CIO of Harrah's
Entertainment, focused on the positive: “If this enables
us to staff the casino properly and realize when and
where we're under-resourced, then our waitresses
aren't killing themselves out on the floor and can earn
more tips and our customers are happier." 14

The best scenario planning is conducted across
organizational silos, collecting data and negotiating
potential trade-offs and adjustments with departments
across the entire company. For example, the finance
department can be invited to participate in market
predictions about sales forecasting so that it can gain
visibility and manage risk about the impact to cash flow.
In addition, operations can participate so that the
supply chain adjusts to changing marketing conditions
in real-time. Conducting the sales forecasting with an
organized platform increases the inclusiveness and
reduces versioning issues inherent with email
communication. Also, the organized record of the
conversation within a platform remains available for
debriefing and auditing purposes.
How Social Improves Predictive Analysis
One of the most important benefits of analytics is how
it improves predictive analysis by incorporating the rich
data shared via social networks. While changing prices
to respond to market dynamics is impressive, a higher
order impact can be made by truly addressing a “market
of one” and personalizing a campaign to an individual
consumer. Amazon was one of the most innovative
pioneers of collaborative filtering, a process by which a
company suggests products based on previous
purchases and searches by comparing them to its
database of similar customer behavior. Since Amazon
does not have the burden of maintaining inventories in
multiple retail outlets (and, in fact, often does not have
possession of a product at all before it is purchased), it
can make suggestions for rare or unusual products at
the end of the “Long Tail.” 15 Similarly, LinkedIn uses a
robust analytics algorithm to suggest additional
contacts to users and make detailed predictions about
career path patterns of its members.
Predictive analysis has also played a major role in
Netflix’ success. The company developed an algorithm
that predicted what movies a customer would enjoy
based on his or her viewing history and product ratings
compared to millions of other customers. According to
CEO Reed Hastings, “If the Starbucks secret is a smile
when you get your latte, ours is that the website adapts
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to the individual’s taste.” 16 Even though this
recommendation system was very effective, Netflix
launched a contest with the goal of improving the
system. The $1 million prize was awarded to “Bellker
Pragmatic Chaos,” a squad from AT&T Labs Statistics
Research group whose system, among other things, was
able to fine-tune recommendations based on “the
mood of the day”—the same customer was likely to
choose different movies (and rate the experience
differently) on Friday evenings than Monday
mornings.17 However, the challenging trade-off
between the effectiveness of analytics and customer
privacy came into play. The contest did not continue in
its original format after a lawsuit claimed that the raw
customer data Netflix supplied to entrants didn’t
provide Netflix’ customers with the degree of
anonymity they had a right to expect. 18

with sentiment information gathered from
social networks into a structured format
instructs the marketing department whether a
product should be re-branded, tweaked, or
discontinued.
Dynamic pricing is not a new concept, but
analytics makes it much more powerful. A
simple example is a soft drink machine that
adjusts the price based on ambient
temperature. Further, a European beverage
company improved its forecasting accuracy by 5
percent (a significant figure, given the razor thin
retail margins in the industry) by analyzing
three data points—temperature, rainfall, and
hours of sunshine in a given day. 19 More
sophisticated models can take into account
factors such as severe weather (Walmart
famously discovered through analyzing
customer data that the demand for beer and
pop-tarts spikes in areas where hurricanes are
expected), 20 traffic (sensors could detect if a
load of produce had been in transit too long or
may have suffered damage due to erratic
driving conditions), competitive intelligence
(quickly responding to competitor’s
promotions), or even social conversation (if
people are actively tweeting about an event,
local merchants may need to increase inventory
or change assortment).

4. Analytics Can Improve Performance
across the Social Enterprise
Analytics can aid problem resolutions across functions
and between companies and supply chain partners by
identifying root causes and simulating alternative
solutions. Integrating information across departments
can improve performance in each. For example: sales
departments can focus on customers that have solid
enough financials that they are likely to honor
contracts; finance can know which companies will pay
on time; marketing can understand how the market is
responding to its offerings; and human resources will be
able to assess employee sentiment. To truly generate
competitive advantage through analytics, the entire
enterprise needs to be involved. Some of the specific
departmental benefits are as follows:
•

Marketing can respond in real-time to customer
sentiment in a granular fashion that was not
possible before the advent of social media. For
example, when a new product is released, its
impact can be immediately measured based on
social chatter. Is the product being discussed,
and if so are the reviews positive? Organizing
consumer demand and point-of-sale data along

Decisions by the marketing department are
increasingly based on analytics; according to
Gartner research, by 2017 American Chief
Marketing Officers will spend more on
technology than will Chief Information
Officers. 21
•

Customer Service can quickly respond to
customer feedback whether it is handling a
negative post on Twitter or thanking a loyal
customer for a positive blog post. Analysis of
social networks including Facebook, Twitter,
Google+, and LinkedIn provide a real-time
barometer of customer sentiment. In some
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to a set of processes and tools that consistently
define and manage the processes for collecting,
aggregating, matching, consolidating, qualityassuring, persisting and distributing corporate
data throughout an organization to ensure
consistency and control in the ongoing
maintenance and application of this
information. This means that the descriptions
and classifications of information such as
inventory are identical across the organization
as data becomes the key competitive
differentiator.

industries, review sites such as Angie’s List,
TripAdvisor, and Yelp are even more important
than the social media platforms. Tony Hsieh,
founder of Zappos and a serious social media
participant himself (more than 2.48 million
Twitter followers as of July 2012), has always
been a firm believer that the idea that a
company decides what its brand message is has
been replaced by the marketplace making that
decision (see text box).

“Brand building today is so
different than what it was 50 years
ago.

•

Manufacturing can respond to customer service
data to make adjustments for projects. A robust
analytics platform allows users to
simultaneously manage demand and supply
chain while considering financial implications
leading to a unified view of operations. For
example, when a hardware manufacturer
shipped laptops with the wireless connectivity
turned ‘off’ they were inadvertently growing
customer service expense (as well as negative
comments on social media). An analysis of their
call center data identified a very high call
incidence of users calling to request help
connecting to the internet. The issue was
identified and the manufacturer responded by
changing the shipping status of wireless
connectivity to ‘on’. This saved $150,000 in near
term call center expense. Similar issues can be
identified by monitoring online chat.

•

Research and Development can reduce
expenses as well as product development cycles
by listening carefully to customer conversation
whether it happens on an “official company
site” or on social media platforms. Companies
with an active user community have particularly
rich content with which to work. For example, if
much of the discussion in a software group
laments the difficulty of “feature x” or
expresses a desire for “feature y”, then the next
release should include a more intuitive version

50 Years ago you could get a few
marketing people in a small room
and decide, ‘this is what our brand
will be,’ and then spend a lot of
money on TV advertising and that
was your brand.
Today, whether it is an employee
or a customer, if they have a good
or bad experience with your
company they can blog about it or
Twitter about it and it can be seen
by millions of people. It’s what
they say now that is your brand.”
- Tony Hsieh
CEO and Founder, Zappos

Customer experience suffers when there is not
a single version of the truth, or adequately
codified customer history. For example, a
customer phones in for support and becomes
frustrated with multiple versions of her account
information or worse—no apparent recognition
of her at all. This problem can be alleviated by
Master Data Management (MDM) which refers
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of x and introduce y. Typically the most active
users of these communities are very loyal to the
product and are eager, even excited to act as
beta testers for new releases. In the event that
the company does not want to introduce a
feature on its own, it can provide evidence of
consumer demand and a built-in test market to
incent third-party developers.
More than 70 percent of executives surveyed by
McKinsey said they regularly generate value
through their web communities. 22 Coinnovation programs directed at customers can
also glean insights from front-line staff. When
Starbucks launched its MyStarbucksIdeas
program, most of the ideas implemented came
from employees.

84 percent of highly engaged
employees (versus 31 percent
of disengaged employees)
believe that they can
positively impact the quality
of their organization’s
products and 72 percent,
versus 31 percent that believe
they can positively affect
customer service.
•

Human Resources can measure employee
sentiment, employer brand, and employee risk
and knowledge management in real-time and
analyze the data by location, gender, job role,
or whatever other subgroup is relevant. This
evaluation can be completed not just through
“official” polls and surveys but also by listening
to chatter on sites such as the Vault.com and
Glassdoor, as well as LinkedIn and alumni
groups, and even by analyzing language in email
and other company correspondence. JetBlue

monitors a “crewmember net promoter
score”—every month, employees are asked if
they would recommend working there to a
friend. This data is used to evaluate employee
satisfaction. 23 In addition, a strong analytics
program will assess the specific financial risk of
the loss of a key employee.
Too often the first time a manager hears of star
employees’ dissatisfaction is when they
announce that they are leaving for another
opportunity. Sentiment analysis can look for
such language clues as “happy” and
“frustrated” to assess overall morale as well as
evaluating employee preferences. In fact, a
2011 study by the Corporate Executive Board
indicated that the top six indicators of
employee retention did not involve salary
increases. In order, they were: job-interest
alignment, manager quality, co-worker quality,
people management, respect and a collegial
environment. 24
In addition, better organized and robust
performance metrics help identify top
performers for promotions and reveal
employees with opportunity/vulnerability areas
so that they can receive training or be
disciplined or terminated. During the recruiting
process, the time to find good candidates is
reduced, and more precise job descriptions can
be developed based on the characteristics of
successful incumbent employees.
Research conducted by Towers Perrin revealed
that 84 percent of highly engaged employees
(versus 31 percent of disengaged employees)
believe that they can positively impact the
quality of their organization’s products and 72
percent, versus 31 percent that believe they can
positively affect customer service. 25 Proper use
of analytics can also measure and allow
planning for items such as compliance and
diversity.
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may appear counter-intuitive at the division
level (see the Arch Coal example in Section 5).

Analytics can help staff projects effectively and
identify high potential employees. As the Lew
Platt quote earlier suggests, enterprises contain
a tremendous amount of talent and uniquelyqualified minds. The challenge is to be able to
identify the finance department staff member
who happens to have expertise relevant to a
marketing initiative. This expertise identification
can be accomplished through structured data
such as diligently updated employee profiles,
but also by analyzing unstructured data such as
employee emails, blog posts and texts.
•

•

Asset Management is empowered by
employees carrying mobile devices equipped
with cameras that can capture details about
conditions of equipment as well as warranty
information. For example, heavy equipment
manufacturer Caterpillar encourages mobile
analytics past the company walls to include the
extended team such as those servicing the
equipment. Optimizing performance based on
seemingly mundane aspects such as equipment
maintenance and proper matching of
equipment to tasks can yield huge savings. Due
to the asset value of large equipment, a small
percentage improvement in asset management
can yield significant savings. The social aspect at
play here is that front line staff members who
previously would have no such role are now
actively participating in optimizing asset
management.
Procurement can more strategically plan how
the entire organization makes purchasing
decisions and can better negotiate bulk pricing
by combining disparate purchases by different
departments. Also, since inventory can be
analyzed in real-time, purchasing unnecessary
material can be avoided, reducing carrying
costs, product obsolescence and waste. Wellorganized, accurate, up-to-date information can
also optimize the mix between internally- and
externally-sourced product in a manner that

Analytics can aid risk assessment with respect
to possible financial issues with suppliers by
monitoring financial information, labor issues,
and raw material shortages as well as other
relevant conversations. In addition, information
about how often a supplier delivers product
late, incompletely or inaccurately, as well as
how effectively and efficiently it provides aftersales service can be used to determine the true
cost of doing business with each company—it
may not be the “low-cost supplier.” Only social
behavior that crosses organizational silos can
enable these improvements.
•

Finance can take advantage of an integrated
organizational strategic plan to make better
decisions and extend more optimal operational
parameters to the other departments. For
example, it benefits from more accurately
produced sales forecasting, most importantly
with respect to cash flow. This analysis provides
a double benefit of avoiding cash shortages
which require expensive financing as well as
reducing the amount of cash that is not being
used in the most strategic fashion.
Budget planning is an area that can benefit
greatly from collaboration as it cannot be
completed in a vacuum and requires input from
all sectors of the company. It can benefit even
more by considering unstructured data from
outside the organization such as evaluating
threats to cash flow and other concerns based
on information gleaned from social media
chatter.

•

Logistics operates with greater confidence
based on trusted data. For example, a supply
chain manager can get end-to-end visibility in
the supply chain to understand the root cause
of issues and make better decisions. The
logistics managers benefit from easy access to
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A single source of numbers allows decisions to
be made more easily, reduces arguments at the
sales management level, and enables
meaningful inquiries into root causes of
customer issues. An effective CRM system
allows companies to make better decisions with
respect to sales strategy by curating
information about previous sales history, return
rates, support history, and historical margins.
This information can be used to develop a
strategy to optimize margins and customer
satisfaction and reveal true profitability by
client. Also, a strategic view of data can reduce
the discounting inherent with customers who
wait for end of quarter discounts by creating
more accurate forecasts throughout the period.

data (organized so that managers can drill down
for more granular information) and can make it
easier to collaborate with other departments.
For example, marketing can be told that there is
a surplus or delay in product delivery which
might require a discount to move product and
since this is done strategically, a planned
discount in a non-affected SKU could be
reduced or eliminated, thus not affecting the
overall company net margin.
Similarly, if a disruption to the supply chain is
shared with the finance department, it can
make adjustments to cash flow planning. For
example, McKesson uses algorithms to improve
its order flow; in fact, the transformation of
their supply chain has eliminated more than
$100 million in working capital. 26 Robert Gooby,
vice president of process design, reinforces that
technology can deliver significant costs, and
reports “We need to be outstanding in our
execution, and lower costs…We need to reduce
our write-offs to the millions, not hundreds of
millions. And when you are talking about that
level of accuracy, you have to rely on data and
analytics.” 27
In the case of a recall, analytics comes into play
on multiple dimensions. First, it can be used to
identify the precise target of the recall so that
as little of the supply chain is affected as
possible. Second, customer sentiment can be
measured to determine the appropriate level of
response and outline the brand management
process.
•

Sales can better forecast demand using robust
tools which feed into other departments,
particularly manufacturing, supply chain, and
marketing. The mere fact that sales forecasts
will be closely monitored should encourage
salespeople to take the process more seriously.
In any case, sales departments who “sandbag”
or deliberately under-forecast in order to “beat
their quota” will easily be identified.

Companies like Cisco have made their “sales
playbook” into a wiki, allowing representatives
to update it in real-time based on experiences
they have in customer meetings. Information
including market intelligence and customer pain
points are now much more timely and relevant
than what is provided from “on high.” High-end
music component supplier Bowers & Wilkins
reports great success through having sales reps
show up at client meetings armed with
accurate, real-time data about purchase history
and outstanding accounts, as well as inventory
on hand. Not only does this make the
salespeople more effective, the company also
reports that it improves customer experience.
•

Operations will have a clearer view of the
impact of new products coming down the
pipeline. Careful planning is crucial to the
success of new products; materials must be
sourced, manufacturing must be planned and
marketing and sales need sufficient lead time to
introduce the product to the market. Success
here is essential. Procter & Gamble, for
example, estimates that 50 percent of its sales
growth each year can be attributed to new
products.
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Technology is being used to improve employee
health and safety risk. Not only is it a morally
valuable analysis to provide people with a safe
working environment, it also makes sense from
financial and strategic points of view. For
example, FleetRisk Advisors, a unit of
Qualcomm Enterprise Services, analyzes 9,000
data points including schedules, internal and
external stresses, weather, training, and driver
experience to calculate the risk of a specific
truck driver having a collision within the next 28
days. Intervening with the 10 percent of fleet
drivers most likely to have a collision reduced
collisions by 60 percent, cut worker
compensations claims by 72 percent, and drove
down voluntary turnover by 81 percent. 28

“People are not so personally
engaged in their health, and
health, at the end of the day is
about behavior change. When
we look at chronic diseases,
it’s the same sort of four or
five behaviors that predict all
the chronic diseases with
some genetic overlay. And
when we look at why people
die early, 40 percent of the pie
is behavior change. It’s one
hundred decisions we make
per day. Giving patients
generic information has little
impact. We need
personalization. Just as we see
mass customization in other
industries, that’s what needs
to happen in medicine.”

5. Five Industry Examples
Health Care
McKinsey Research predicts that better use of data
within the US Health Care system will generate more
than $300 billion per year through a productivity
growth of 0.7 percent. 29 Scientists such as Larry Smarr
at the California Institute of Technology have argued
convincingly that we will never have a true science of
medicine until we have much more granular data about
the health of large populations over long periods of
time. “Researchers would not know your name or home
address,” says Smarr, “but I would very much like to
know what your glucose level is, what’s your lipid
profile, and maybe even things about your lifestyle: are
you obese, or are you a smoker?” Once in possession of
this level of medical data concerning millions of
individuals, researchers could begin to reliably inform
those disciplines of medical practice that are subject to
scientific methods. For example, evidence-based
medicine could be used to choose the methods to
ensure the best prediction of treatment outcomes. 30
Dr. Mike Evans, an innovative health care thought
leader (visit myfavouritemedicine.com to view his viral
hit video “23 and 1/2 hours: What is the single best
thing we can do for our health?”) explained “People are
not so personally engaged in their health, and health, at
the end of the day is about behavior change. When we
look at chronic diseases, it’s the same sort of four or
five behaviors that predict all the chronic diseases with
some genetic overlay. And when we look at why people
die early, 40 percent of the pie is behavior change. It’s
one hundred decisions we make per day. Giving
patients generic information has little impact. We need
personalization. Just as we see mass customization in
other industries, that’s what needs to happen in
medicine.” 31
Technology can provide much of the information that
Dr. Evans discusses. High-tech toilets, costing about
$6,000 can provide data such as weight, BMI, blood
pressure, and blood sugar levels and send the analysis
to your computer in a smart graphical interface. 32
Personal devices like Fitbit, Striv, and Jawbone calculate
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similar data as well as information about sleep quality
through motion measurement and user input. Jawbone
CEO and co-founder states, “we’re looking at $4.4
trillion in health costs over the next decade related to
heart disease and diabetes,” 33 a number which can be
greatly reduced if people can receive the necessary
preventive information in a timely, easy to use fashion.
These devices also involve a social aspect as users share
data over the network for educational and competitive
purposes.
At an enterprise-level, the field of biosensors is
exploding; the industry is worth $13 billion per year and
will continue to grow as the baby boomer generation
ages. Currently, most of the research (6,000 academic
papers on the subject were published last year) deals
with technologies to detect and track diabetes and
cancer and suggest personal treatment based on
lifestyle, genetics, and responsiveness to treatment. The
X-Prize Foundation has offered a $10 million prize for
the development of a Star Trek-style “Tricorder”, a
device that can diagnose an illness through a simple
scan. 34
Online communities such as PatientsLikeMe are great
examples of collaborative health communities that are
flourishing on the web. Its members—100,000 and
growing—share personal details of their medical
histories (covering more than 1,200 conditions) with
fellow members. The data they contribute is aggregated
to track patterns and responses to various reported
treatments. The company running the community
recoups its costs by rendering member data anonymous
and selling it to third parties such as pharmaceutical
companies, insurance companies, and financial services
firms.
Given the personal nature of healthcare, privacy is very
important so data needs to be scrubbed as much as
possible to remove personally identifying information.
Consider, for example, a person being turned down for
an insurance policy because pictures or comments on
their Facebook profile indicated that they represented a
greater risk than basic demographic information would
suggest.

Although some members of the health care industry are
massive organizations (such as insurance and
pharmaceutical companies), much of the data is
collected at many disparate individual doctors’ offices
and clinics. Not only does this lead to redundancy and
multiple versions of data, it also leaves the majority of
the “data exhaust” untapped and unmeasured.
Mining and Resources
Companies in the mining and resources industry have
found many innovative ways to deploy analytics. For
example, Valero Energy Corporation deployed analytics
to democratize information, generate a “single version
of the truth” across locations, and build customizable
dashboards for employees that provided greater data
visibility throughout the organization. During the first
year of deployment, it generated more than $120
million of savings while improving corporate
governance. Employees could generate useful
customizable reports without involving the IT
department.
Firms in this sector have a high level of responsibility
involving governance and reporting. Jamie Oswald,
Manager of User Group at Arch Coal, states, “There are
a lot of regulations in the United States dealing with
coal mining. Information that we need to fill out forms
is populated directly from our Enterprise Information
Management engine. It increases accuracy and by
automatically completing calculations, saves a ton of
time.” 35
The mining industry is asset-intensive, and close
monitoring of warranty information can have significant
effect on the bottom line. According to Roy Cherian,
Manager of Mining Systems and Reporting at Arch Coal,
“We always monitored warranties for heavy capital
well, but not for smaller assets (e.g. those worth $1,000
and less). Now, we use business intelligence to notify
users when the warranty is about to expire.”
Specifically, employees use video phones to capture the
information about the asset and transmit it back to a
database. Roy reports that this close monitoring
significantly reduced overall costs and at least 10% of
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the savings would not have been captured without
robust analytic reports and notifications.
Analytics also helps make seemingly counter-intuitive
purchasing decisions such as buying from an external
client rather than an internal source. For example, a
business analytics dashboard allows Arch Coal to
engage in price arbitrage and dynamic pricing. Roy
describes, “If I see a $30/ton contract, and it cost $10 at
one of our mines, but $8/ton from our competitor, I can
use the competitor and increase our margin.” 36 Of
course, the dashboard allows Arch to conduct further
analysis to see if the net profit increase compensates
for the reduced capacity in its own operation.
Banking
The 2008 collapse of the stock markets is a direct
reminder of the fact that effective use of analytics is a
key success factor in the banking industry. As the world
becomes more interconnected and financial products
become more sophisticated, it is more important than
ever to have technology and processes to adequately
monitor risk. The enterprise software involved must be
rigorous enough to run complex simulations to ensure
that portfolio risk remains within acceptable
parameters. All manner of information should be
considered when assessing risk including structured
data such as financial results and credit scores, and
unstructured data such as social media discussions and
geopolitical analysis.
Specifically within the realm of risk management,
bankers need to consider criteria such as delinquency
and default levels of outstanding loans, the strength
and volatility of investment vehicles, changing
characteristics of loans, the strength of currencies
(especially with the uncertainty surrounding the Euro),
rate of payment and liquidity information, and
implications of international relations including wars
and sanctions. While the analysis needs to be robust
and complete, the results need to be shared
democratically across the organization so that risk
management can be institutionalized.

Analytics also plays a strong role in the governance and
compliance arenas. Since the 2008 debacle, accounting
standards have increased. Legislation such as the Dodd–
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act,
the European Market Infrastructure Regulation, and
frameworks such as the International Financial
Reporting Standards has raised the bar for the clarity,
completeness, accuracy, and analysis of information.
At the same time, customer expectations are increasing.
Analytics can play an important role here by listening
carefully to customer sentiment to avoid customer
churn, closely monitoring customer demands and
behaviors to support customized offerings that will
increase lifetime customer profitability, and evaluating
the same information to provide early warning of
customer default.
Retail
Retail is a channel with a high potential to deploy
analytics for competitive advantage. “Social shopping”
—especially among young people—is a rising
phenomenon. McKinsey research estimates that within
the US retail market, big data can lead to a 0.5-1
percent annual productivity growth which will translate
into a potential net margin increase of more than 60
percent. 37 This improvement will allow traditional
retailers to survive in an increasingly competitive
environment (see text box).
For example, analytics can provide a defense against
the damaging trends enabled by customers equipped
with smartphones. “Showrooming” refers to the
process by which people come into retail stores to
browse for products, perhaps even try them out before
searching for the product online to find the lowest
price. (There are apps available that will make this
process easier by scanning the bar code then diverting
to a website with a “buy it now” button.) In this case,
the retail store has provided the space, employees, and
inventory but receives no financial benefit. In fact,
showrooming was one of the key reasons why Best Buy
recently reported disappointing quarterly returns. 38
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This situation represents a great opportunity for
social—having people on site trained to recognize
behavior such as showrooming and respond by
engaging the browser, trying to intercept the lost sale
while offering to cross-sell or up-sell in a non-intrusive
manner. Note: many analysts believe that Best Buy
overplayed here, alienating customers by focussing on
the hard sell of items such as extended warranties.
Larry Downes, co-author of Unleashing the Killer App,
wrote a scathing op-ed in Forbes that contained the
quote: “To discover the real reasons behind the
company’s decline, just take this simple test. Walk into
one of the company’s retail locations or shop online.
And try, really try, not to lose your temper.” 39
Technology enabled retail sets the bar for
bricks and mortar retail.
Amazon is threatening bricks and mortar
competitors in a brand new way, by
offering same day delivery. Analytics will
play an important role, enabling an
efficient supply chain based on high-tech
warehouses located in urban centers. The
company is investing more than $500
million and hiring 10,000 people in
Califiornia alone. 40
The Apple store generated more than
$5,647 in sales per square foot, seventeen
times that of the national retail average. 41
In fact, the sales figure is such an outlier
that malls report average sales as two line
items; one with and one without the Apple
Store. 42 One of the innovations of the
Apple Store is that there is no need to “go
to the cash register”; one of the perky
employees can cash you out via an iPhone
and either print or email your receipt.
Since a new cash register costs about the
same as an Android tablet, 43 a much more
powerful, intuitive, and portable

machine, more retailers will go this
route.

Business process data is fairly straightforward, but
customer and product data tends to be extremely
complex. The data on a single inventory item may
include SKU, package quantity, size, color, weight, price,
safety characteristics (e.g. flammability), environmental
characteristics (e.g. recyclability), sentiment, and
several hundred other attributes. And the data on a
single customer can be just as extensive. 44
One of the key aspects that retailers need to master is
the multi-channel environment. Customers expect that
they can receive the same assortment, buying terms
and discounts regardless of whether they purchase
online or in-store. Some analysts are now using the
term “omni-channel,” reflecting the fact that consumers
are more frequently using different channels even for
products from the same retailer. In fact, a majority of
consumers expect that items ordered online should be
returnable at a retail store. Analytics can be deployed to
help turn the situation into a positive. Details about the
customer’s history can provide clues as to what they
would like to purchase instead. It could also help avoid
fraud, by determining if the product being returned was
not properly purchased, or was acquired at a
discounted rate or under different terms (perhaps in a
different geography). Many consumers expect this
practice to become standard practice. 60 percent of
global respondents to a Cap Gemini study say that by
2014, the “convergence of retail channels will be the
norm,” and 51 percent of these expect that by 2020
many physical stores will exist merely as a place to show
products available for online order. 45
Analytics can come into play by calculating and alerting
staff to the profitability and expected future returns of
the client to determine how much effort should be
expended trying to salvage the sale. As an example,
Walmart has banned certain customers because they
have returned products too many times. Similarly,
mobile phone companies have banned subscribers who
have called customer service too many times or were
abusive to call center staff.
Analytics can also be used to optimize assortment by
location as demand often differs by details such as
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demographics, weather, promotions, and seasonality.
And these this will change throughout the year because
of aspects that include tourism and the school year.
Traditionally in the retail industry, especially within the
fast-fashion sectors, styles are seasonal and slowmoving items need to be discounted (sometimes
deeply) to move excess product. A well-organized
system of identifying trends quickly, supported by justin-time manufacturing, can dramatically raise margins
and generate significant competitive advantage.
Consumer Products
In order for retail companies to optimize the use of
analytics, suppliers from the consumer products
industry also need to participate. For these
organizations, analytics can play an important role
throughout the product cycle from strategic planning
(e.g. innovative simulations within the demand curve),
product development (e.g. crowdsourcing of product
solutions through ideagoras), manufacturing (e.g.
optimal use of inputs from a cost and quality
standpoint), marketing (e.g. real-time analysis of
promotion effectiveness), sales (e.g. dynamic pricing in
response to changing market conditions), and
distribution (e.g. optimal distribution routes).

While data should be
democratic and accessible by
all in the organization, the
most effective solutions
require highly trained
mathematicians and
strategists to analyze the data
correctly. The most complex
calculations are made at this
level before the organized
information can enable
decisions to be made in realtime by the right people in the
organization.

When both the retail and consumer products
organizations are on the same page with respect to
analytics, the partnership can really thrive. For example,
Procter & Gamble and Walmart work closely with each
other to share information for mutual benefit and use
information exhaust for a competitive advantage. In a
similar vein, P&G meticulously calculates distribution
costs and transparently offers retailers better prices for
more efficient ordering (for example, ordering a SKU by
the truckload directly from a warehouse). While P&G is
demonstrating leadership in this area, there is still
plenty of room for improvement industry-wide.
Research conducted by IDC in late 2010 showed that
consumer product companies responded to the
question “has your organization implemented a
business intelligence/analytics solution” at a rate lower
than 14 of 16 industry segments. 46
While it is important for retail companies to stay on top
of fickle customer sentiment, it is even truer for
consumer products companies. After all, the retailers
can always send the product back and sell something
else. This is precisely why active listening to
conversations on social media as well as disciplined
analysis of all structured and unstructured data is so
important. If a product is not resonating with the
market is important to figure out the reasons and put a
solution in place. If there is an impending shortage of an
input product that will impact the supply chain, a
substitute may need to be found, or product mix or
pricing may need to be altered. If a controversy about
your product is brewing on social media, a counterattack will be in order. An effective analytics strategy
and robust predictive modelling capability can help with
all of these challenges.

6. Six Steps to a Truly Social Enterprise
Competing on analytics is tremendously challenging.
While data should be democratic and accessible by all in
the organization, the most effective solutions require
highly trained mathematicians and strategists to
analyze the data correctly. The most complex
calculations are made at this level before the organized
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information can enable decisions to be made in realtime by the right people in the organization.
Human nature, of course, also needs to be considered.
Sharing information across organizational silos makes
sense in principle, but divisional rivalries, competing
priorities and even organizational routine are obstacles
that need to be overcome.
The more information (especially customer data) that is
shared throughout the organization, the greater is the
risk of privacy breaches. It is important to craft,
publicize, and enforce meaningful and comprehensive
social media and data privacy policies.
1. Ensure that Analytics is Core to the
Organization’s Mission and is Actively Used to
Drive Decision-Making
Since almost all firms claim to use analytics in
some form, the key to realizing competitive
advantage is to optimize its use and enable the
social aspect. In order to do so, organizations
need to fully buy into the process and support
the mission from the executive level and
reinforce its value through performance metrics.
Employees should be empowered to collect
information, drive corporate alignment and
make decisions (including calculated risks within
acceptable parameters) based on social data.
A research study conducted by Canadian firm
Agent Wildfire identifies that the keys to
launching successful technology-enabled
collaboration are due more to management
support than the actual technology. In fact, the
top four criteria 47 for a program’s success listed
by the executives were:
• The customer/member experience
provided
• An idea/concept worth a conversation
• Clear objective/mission/value statement
• Expert moderation/dialogue
management

2. Conduct an Organizational Audit
We have seen how analytics can generate
significant value in all areas of the organization.
One of the first steps is to develop an internal
power team that can lead an audit in every
department to determine the best way to deploy
information. What data would empower
employees to do their jobs better? What
interface and technology would make it easier
for them to succeed? How can analytics assist
risk management as well as performance
management?
The other key aspect of the audit is to determine
what data already exists. First, look at data that
is already being collected by day-to-day
operations and financial recording. Then,
investigate publicly available information such as
government reports. Determine what
information can be gleaned from analytics.
Figure out how business partners can aid your
effort—and consider the information value they
bring while negotiating contracts. Finally,
identify what information you would like to have
but currently cannot access—and make a plan
on how to get it.
3. Choose Optimal Technology
Now that you know what information you have
and what you need to get, decide what
technology is needed to make it happen.
Especially for the team members collecting
information and collaborating based on the
results, make the interface as intuitive and
scalable as possible. Think portable devices
enhanced with in-memory, and strategically
deploy “the Internet of Things—including
sensors.”
Big Data requires powerful technology. At the
top enterprise level, make sure that the metaprogram is powerful enough to run scenarios
and to squeeze as much value out of your
analytics program as possible. Ensure that the
enterprise software vendor offers a robust
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breadth of technology that is integrated to
ensure that analytics is delivered appropriately.
4. Ensure Data Cleanliness and Leverage
Information Exhaust
Look carefully at your data and ensure that it is
accurate and usable. Deploy master data
management such that there is “one version of
the truth” and a single definition of terms.
Decide who creates the data, who has access to
it, and how both the data and device are
secured.
Develop a robust but easy to follow privacy
policy so that team members understand what
parameters they should follow when using and
reporting data. This consideration is particularly
important when dealing with sensitive
information such as financial or medical data.
Take advantage of information exhaust. For
example, McKinsey research estimates that 90
percent of the data created by the medical
industry is abandoned. Even if that data is of no
immediate use to the hospital where it is
created, there is certainly a lost opportunity for
the data to be used by a research or educational
facility. For example, MasterCard analyzes
purchasing patterns of its customers and sells
the data to merchants. 48
5. Build an Effective Team to Take Advantage of
Analytics
Most analysts predict a coming shortage of
skilled workers with the applied math skills to
adeptly analyze and operationalize this influx of
data even with the help of platforms and
algorithms. Also, comfort with reviewing if not
manipulating data will be a requirement of the
executive suite. McKinsey Research estimates
that there is currently a shortage of 1.5 million
managers who can analyze big data to make
reasoned decisions. According to Tom
Davenport, co-author of Competing on Analytics,
“if you want to get analytics and fact-based

decision making going in your organization, hire
an experienced analytical executive to catalyze
your efforts. These are people who know
business, know analytics and know how to get
things moving in organizations through trusted
relationships and rapid, reliable delivery.” 49
Figure out what skills your organization needs to
add to support your analytics process and
actively recruit for them.
6. Build Scenarios: Test and Retest
One of the main benefits of a robust analytics
program is running scenario planning—take
advantage of this opportunity to test and retest
ideas to find out what works best. The deeper
the data, the more complicated the simulations
you can run.
Do not over-react to numbers, especially those
pertaining to customer sentiment. Jennifer
Evans, CEO at Interpreter Analytics, advises
clients against reacting to a “false spike”—a
temporary reaction on social media that is not
core to a brand’s image or material to its
ongoing health—often citing the Arab proverb,
“the dog will bark, but the caravan will move
on.” Instead, she suggests that firms work to
build an engaged community that will come to
the company’s defense when required. 50

Closing Comments
Analytics can be transformative within an enterprise,
but it is hard work to make it happen. Innovative
organizations need to invest not only in the appropriate
technology but also in human capital. This investment
will represent an ongoing commitment—the data
overload and increased customer expectations that we
talk about will continue to accelerate and technology
and analytical aptitude will need to keep up.
Inspire and motivate the people you have and actively
hire based on analytical experience and acumen. Take a
hard look at your culture and performance metrics. Are
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performance metrics in place to encourage data
sharing? Does the corporate philosophy reward smart
risk taking? Are your employees empowered to make
decisions and assess risk based on information? Is the
data they act on up-to-date, accurate, and wellorganized? Are they equipped with the right
technology?
Finally, are you actively listening to and collaborating
with your customers and prospects? Most of what you
need to know about your brand and the demands of
your market is being discussed every day on social
media platforms. In addition, there is much information
to be gleaned from the blogosphere, the interactions of
your employees at the point of sale, the experiences of
your suppliers, government reports, published financial
data, and your corporate brand community. Smart
companies are not just actively listening, but
communicating back—and most importantly, using that
data for competitive advantage.
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